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Result of Program Implementation

Achievements in FY2006 (Self Review)

The core to core program No. 17009 has extended the use of high pressure NMR technique to a
wide range of protein research in protein folding (SNase), dynamics (ubiquitin, NEDD8, Protein G,
cytC, etc.) and amyloidosis (hen lysozyme mutants), which were performed as collaborative
research with the Japanese coordinator group.  Pressure-jump fluorescence spectroscopy, MD
simulation and X-ray crystallography have also been extended for investigating protein dynamics
under pressure by international collaboration. Young Japanese researchers and students visited
the core institutions in France and Germany, learned different experimental techniques, which
considerably activated their research. The International Seminar held in Montpelier strengthened
ties among the core and collaborative institutions in the world and let a new view on the effect of
pressure on protein hydration and dynamics to be shared among physicists, chemists and
biologists. Domestic seminars stimulated the use of pressure in studies of amyloidosis, deep sea
biology, food technology beside protein folding and dynamics. As a result, a “world consortium”
on pressure and protein dynamics is practically established, which assures continuation of
international seminars and collaborations in this field in the years to come, assisted financially by
various international programs in participating countries. In conclusion, thanks to the JSPS Core-
to-Core program, we have been successful in animating the high pressure protein science and
technology world-wide by the Japanese leadership.

The International Seminar held in Okinawa in January 2006 had strong impact on participants and
revived interest in the use of pressure for studying protein structure and dynamics. The success
was followed by the 2nd International Seminar held in Montpelier in the summer 2006, which
further strengthened ties among the core and collaborative institutions world-wide.  As a
consequence,  practically "a consortium" is formed on pressure and protein dynamics among top
researchers in the field. In response to the request of Japanese cordinator, the coordinators and
collaborators in France, Germany and USA each applied independent funds for continuing the
international collaboration and the exchange of researchers in coming years, which is gaining
success. On the other hand, several domestic seminars among Japanese collaborative
institutions, which were more oriented toward applications, stimulated research collaborations in
such fields as deep sea biology, amyloid and food technology, among Japanese institutions. The
program gave many great opportunities and strong impact on graduate students and young
researchers in Japan.
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Future Plan (Measures toward Achieving Research Objectives)

 Although Action Initiative No. 17009 ended in March 2007, the demand for the international
collaboration in this field was further increasing because the program had re-animated world-
wide the study of proteins on pressure axis. In particular, the world-wide demand for high
pressure NMR experiments had increased, as the method became more and more recognized by
world scientists as a powerful new technique for revealing fluctuating protein structures and
dynamics in atomic detail..
 Under such a situation, Kinki University took a step forward to apply a MEXT fund (Gakujutsu
Frontier) for promoting the study of protein dynamics on pressure-axis world-wide. The
application was approved, which will enable Kinki University to establish "High Pressure Protein
Research Center" in the campus of the School of Biology-Oriented Science and Technology in
2007. Though quite moderate, the center is expected to work as a world-wide core for basic
protein research on pressure-axis using high pressure NMR and other techniques. Beside the
basic research, the center aims also at developing new use of high pressure in various biological
systems such as deep-sea proteins, amyloidosis and food treatment. The final aim of the center
is to develop a user-friendly high pressure NMR technique that can meet the increasing world
demand in future. We believe that pressure-axis experiments, centering high pressure NMR, will
eventually be used by most protein scientists in the world.
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